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THE EVIL THAT
URKS IN THE HEARTS
Role-playing games are often described as
"coo perative storytell i n9". The Gamemaster creates
the world or setting for the story. The GM provides
the atmosphere, revealing facts as needed to challenge the characters. The players, in turn, cause
their characters to take actions, to work towards
making the story complete. When things all go well,
the story that's told is complete and fun to recount.
All too often, however, the story is incomplete.
Why? Where do these joint stories fail? What
makes the difference between fight scenes or battle
reports and a full fledged story? Why are so many
"campaigns" really nothing than "What crook gets
pulped tonight?" outings for the characters?
Every author knows what a story needs. A story
needs a plot, a setting, pacing and characters. Any
Gamemaster, whether a novice or an expert, can
provide a setting (a bank perhaps), and a plot (robbing the bank), and some pacing to make the adventure fun (hostage in the bank needs medication
within 2 hours or everyone in the bank gets the
plague). The one aspect of an adventure that the
Gamemaster cannot control is the characters who
are going to be involved in the adventure.
Before anyone protests that a GM can always limit
the characters going into an adventure, we should
clear up a point or two. By "character" l'm not referring to the ungodly pile of points that indicates that
your playing piece can lift a car, eat the tires and
throw the rest of it a country mile. That sort of action
can be done by any hero who decides to take his
vitamins in the morning. What l'm speaking about
when I refer to a character is the personality that
motivates that collection of Powers, gaudy cloth and
Disadvantages.

Everyone knows that the Disadvantages built into
a Champions character are there for more than just
the purpose of justifying his powers. Disadvantages
force you to define some areas of weakness, of personality for your characters. The Disadvantages are
supposed to give you a handle on the nature of your
character that will make her different than all the

other car-lifting, tire-biting monsters out there.
The key to lively role playing, of true campaigns
and character development is contained in the internal motivations of the characters in the campaign.
Sure, everyone assumes that all heroes are out to rid
ihe world of evil because they believe in sweetness
ard niceness. The real question that comes in is

"Why do they like niceness? Why do they go out and
risk their lives to stop a bunch of nuts from robbing
banks or dominating the world?" "Because they're

heroes!" isn't enough of an answer.
Face it, being a hero takes lots of dedication.
lmagine having worked a really hard week in your
secret identity. lt's Friday, and the attractive person
from across the hall has invited you over to his/her
apartment because your air conditioner is broken,
the white wine is on ice and love is in the air. A
perfect evening, right? lt is until The Lavender Doom
and the Chartreuse Death decide to kidnap the
mayor. Given the choice of spending a quiet evening
sipping wine with someone you like or getting your
face battered while you rescue a Mayor who believes
all heroes are costumed vigilantes worthy of a cell,
what would you choose?
And given the outright hostility of some communities to their heroes, plus the medical bills and
the reluctance to accept cash rewards for actions,
risking your neck as a hero does require more
motivation than the desire to see your picture in the
paper. Face it, you can't use your scrapbook of clippings to get a job. Who's going to hire a guy that half
the evil villains in the world want to trash?
Deciding to become a hero and choosing to pursue that course of action requires a strength of conviction that is, perhaps, what makes heroes different
from normal folk. The things that make a character
tick are what build personalities. Personalities make
characters more than a complicated math problem.
ln Tempe, Arizona, we have a campaign world being run by five or six different Gamemasters. Having
heroes cross over from one campaign to another is
not uncommon, and are often worked towards in the
pages of the Tempe Daily Bugler, the newsletter of
the campaign. l'd like to talk about a specific
character in that campaign world to help illustrate
the points I was trying to make above.
Revenant is the character I created and play most
often. Without going into boring detait, he can be
described as a highly trained human who uses
devices in his campaign against normal mortal
criminals. A mixture of The Batman, Daredevil, and
The Shadow, Revenant specializes in criminals who
believe themselves beyond the law, in the sense that
their crimes have been forgotten. Justice, not law, is
his guide to action.
Revenant appears to be your normal hero type.
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He's hunted by half the organized criminals in our
world. He is deeply motivated to make sure that normals don't get hurt, but he does not have a code
against killing. Justice may take many forms.
All those disadvantages, however, don't explain
why Revenant risks his life, and all too often it is his
life, to do in super or semi-super criminals. The
answer to the question "Why?" is something that
goes deeper into the character, and with Revenant is
something that very few other characters know
about. lt is not reflected in disadvantages, though it
could have been, and yet it drives him to keep on
f ighting.
Revenant is the grandson of Professor Moriarty,
fhe Moriarty, who has managed to avoid aging
through a formula given to him by Fu Manchu. Revenant would like nothing better than to destroy his
grandfather's criminal organization, to literally
destroy what could be his if and when his grandfather dies. And he'd be willing to sacrifice everyone
he knows to accomplish his goal.

So there it is, a look into the heart of hearts of
Revenant. That is the force that drives him, yet that is

not the only force that motivates him. lnterpersonal
relationships with other characters can direct his actions and cause him to do other things.
Jett is a female hero in our campaign that has
developed a f riendly-foe type of truce with Revenant.
Jett, a semi-reformed criminal who hates to see
women of any stripe being mistreated by men, took a
dislike to Revenant's initial disguise as a trucker in
their first case. From there the relationship took a
turn for the worse as Jett was tied up with one normal in a fight where Revenant neutralized four others
in one-fourth the time Jett needed to end her fight.
Revenant gave her static about her fighting ability,
and even offered to bet against her in her next fight.
Before Revenant had a chance to put his money
where his mouth was, a fight with another superhero
caused a profound change in Revenant. ln one fight
Revenant found himself repeatedly out-classed by
competition, and he even got disarmed and attacked
by another superhero during a fight. The hero began
to refer to Revenant as "lrrelevant" over the radio,
and Revenant came damned close to arming himself
with a hunting rifle to kill the hero.
Believe me, the rage I was feeling while playing
Revenant was white hot. I stalked Revenant to his
room in the headquarters, fully intending him to get
his rifle to kill the hero. Then Revenant got to thinking about what he had been trying to do earlier in the
evening, and it dawned on him that he was out of his
league. Where he had thought, through several lucky
breaks and teamwork, that he was the sort of
material capable of fighting super-powered beings,
he learned that he was not. But he had known that in
the beginrring, and he had lost sight of his mission.
The rage Revenant had felt seared his smugness
out of him. He went from a wiseacre who bedeviled
Jett and was teaching an alien how to fetch beer, to a
more serious, duty-minded hero. He took a leave of
absence from his group and began a campaign of
terror against the warring youth gangs in Phoenix.
And when he discovered, though an informant, that
Jett was being set up in a fight, instead of betting
against her, he warned her. That was a favor he was
not to regret.
Changes in a character, new motivations, may be
added though actions that take place in the campaign. This includes interaction between characters
as seen above and should include actions as a result
of adventures within the campaign. All too often the
results of actions that the characters take do not affect them. Sure, destroying a building might stop a
criminal, but what about the families that lived in
those homes? How many characters actively help
the families of those they hurt? How many heroes
help the fire department put out the fires they start,
or help shopkeepers salvage things from their
destroyed stores?
ln tracking down one youth gang, the Buffaloes,
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Revenant discovered evidence that they had a
backer. At the same time someone approached Jett
and offered her insulated armor, a possible defense
to Revenant's shock rod. Jett returned Revenant's
favor by telling him that fact; Revenant immediately
developed a new toy to deal with his comrade if that
proved vital.
ln the course of the ensuing battle with the Buffaloes, Jett entered the fight unseen and decked a
criminal who was very close to smearing Revenant
all over the sidewalk. Revenant used the weapon he
had developed for Jett against another powered villain. putting her in the hospital in critical condition. A
'15 year old gang member he had used it on
previously died.
The death of the gang member caused a change
in Revenant. He is under indictement by a Grand
Jury for second degree murder, and he refused to
plea bargain. He also has not been arrested for the
crime, mainly because the police cannot find him. A
new hero, Kestrel, has appeared as an apprentice to
another supergroup in town. The fact that he came
within a hair of killing a normal in his first outing has

not in any way been linked to Revenant.
lnternally Revenant is a bit sad about the death of
the kid-more because the mastermind behind the
Buffaloes could not be connected to them than for
the kid himself . The kid knew the job was dangerous
when he took it, yet Revenant probably will not use
the devices against anything less than a trained
agent or someone actively trying to kill him. And he
has decided that if convicted he will not serve...
All in all, using hidden motivations for your
characters will begin to make your campaign into
something like a soap opera or a continuing novel
series. As characters get into trouble, develop
secrets or undergo changes, the others will not quite
know how to deal with them. During the events
described above, Jett also left the super group she
belonged to and succumbed to a drug addiction that
had plagued her years before. None of us knew how
to deal with her at that point, and Revenant, as seen
above, had prepared himself for the worst.
lf internal motivations are still a mystery to you
think about this. Any character can stand up and go
toe to toe with villains. That's the easy part of belng a
hero. With great powers comes great responsibility,
but that says nothing about personality. Still, you
have to imagine that having the powers is going to
affect the personality of the characters.
There's something more to a character than a pile
of numbers. How does your character act to change
his personality so he's not automatically linked with
his hero persona while pretending to be whoever he
is in his secret identity? Does your character play a
janitor in a apartment building, a person who suffers
indignities at the hands of the rich, only to collect
their accolades when he saves them? Why, what
good reason does he have to act that way?
lmagine, if you will, a hero who begins his career
to avenge the death of his parents, at the hands of
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criminals, while he is a child. Let us also assume that
this character has a total commitment against killing.
Now place that character in a situation where
criminals have taken hostages in a bank and the
hero is being asked to rescue them. And just for fun
add the son of two of the hostages to tug on the
hero's cape to beg him to save his folks.
What sort of motivation is that character going to
have, not only to catch the crook, but to safeguard
the parents of the child? What effect will failure have
on him? What if the parents of the child die, and the

child rages at our hero, tears streaming down his
face?
ln such a situation I can easily see a character being motivated in his secret lD to adopt the kid, or to
try to become a Big Brother for the child. I can also
see the commitment against killing abandoned when
the hero gets his hands on the crooks that killed the

parents. Or perhaps the character will hold off,
refusing to kill them because he doesn't want to
become as bad as they are. lf that arises, try throwing the child in at that point, and watch the hero explain why the crooks live...
Secret or inner motivations for a character are
really the soul of role-playing. They force characters
to become more than a big pile of powers designed
to destroy anything in their paths. The best comic
books (and comic adventures) supply more than just
slam-bang fights. They provide us with a feel for the
characters, a reason to cheer the heroes on, a
reason to boo the villains.
Adding the motivations to a character is not as difficult as you might imagine. For players who already
come into a campaign with a complete history of
their character the motivations are in place, or easy
to figure out. For players who don't prepare that way,
the simplest way to determine what drives their
character is to continually ask the question "Why?"
Why do you have a code against killing, why are you
hunted by the KGB, why do you go berserk when
betrayed?
The answers to these questions can be found for
each Disadvantage, and those answers will construct
a background for the character. Once that's established (and no one need know about it except the
player and the GM), playing the character in accordance with his background will naturally incorporate
his motivations. This will give the character depth,

and make the character come alive.
After all, what else is there to role playing?

